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Agenda for Today
 First in a 3 part training series.

 Introductions

 Defining and promoting academic advising
 Advising practices

Mapping of advising processes at WETCC



Introductions 
Vasti Torres

 The original text on academic advising was 
written by my mentor.

 Supervised First-Year Experience, TRIO, and 
Advising Centers functions.

 The power of mentoring first generation 
graduate students 

Jennifer Hill-Kelley
 Former Oneida Nation Education & Training 
Manager

Project Manager for Student Success at 
Northeast Wisconsin Technical College

ATD Data & Equity Coach; also a Mentor for 
South African Student Success Coaches



Defining and Promoting Academic Advising 
Who should be part of advising and student success? 
 Everyone! Every person on campus is part of the success of students

 Advising role in student success
 Serves as the gate keeper for information.
 Provides guidance on the path to success
 Acknowledges that every student is different

Difference between advising and personal counseling 
 Depth of involvement: 1) informational, 2) exploratory, 3) analytic, and 4) 

therapeutic or counseling – use of referral 
 Advisor as teacher 



Polls
Respond to the 
polls posted in 

Zoom.



When Done Well
 Intentionality
 Communicates clearly
 Informs students
 Reaches out rather than waiting to be contacted

 Informed
 Understands academic policies
 Familiar with community and college resources
 Differentiates style according to what is needed.

Multi-faceted
 No one approach works all the time with every student



What the Research Tells Us
 The number of times a student sees an advisor is likely to raise the likelihood the student is 
retained (Swecker, Fifolt, Searby, 2013).

 Students are satisfied with their overall educational experience, even when dissatisfied with 
academic advising (Allen, Smith, & Muehleck, 2014).

 Academic advising is most beneficial for students with disadvantaged academic preparation 
(Bahr, 2008). 

 Proactive advising (when the advisor assumes responsibility for making contact with student) 
is most appropriate for minority students (Museus & Ravello, 2010). 

 Among Latino/a college sophomores only 40% had an identified advisor or mentor (Torres & 
Hernandez, 2009). 

 Holistic advising (multifaceted approach with awareness of student’s issues beyond the college 
experience) supports minority students (Muses & Ravello, 2010). 



Advising Practices
 Procedural
 directs students

 Developmental 
 gets to know the student

 Structural
 sees role as an administrative function

 Advising philosophies
 approaches used to help students (session 2)



Mapping the Advising Process 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://www.re-integrate.org/work-calling/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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PROCESS MAPPING – DESIGNING FOR YOUR STUDENTS

Viable

Feasible

Desirable

Path 
Forward

Is the idea 
aligned with 
our mission 
and 
sustainable?

Can we make this idea happen 
with our resources?

What do our 
students need 
and want?
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UNDERSTANDING THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE

Observe

Engage

Immerse

• Shadowing 
• ‘Walk in their Shoes’ or 

Mystery Shopping
• Map your Processes

• In-Depth Interviews
• Focus Groups
• Surveys
• On the Spot Micro Survey

• Observe students using 
your services

• Run a simulation
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TIPS FOR AN EFFECTIVE PROCESS MAP

•Map the process as it currently exists - Warts and all

•Remember - This is NOT a fault-finding exercise

•Include key stakeholders in the process 

•Use data and stories to bring your map to life

•Get feedback from all internal audiences

•Consider going undercover



Student graduates

Student meets with Transfer
or Pathway Industry Advisor

Student continues
to take courses

5

Student meets with
Faculty Advisor4

Student takes 2nd semester
courses according to

Academic & Career Planning Form

Student meets with Career
Advisor for career exploration3

Student takes 1st semester courses
• SDV • Default curriculum

Registration hold

Registration hold removed

Notification to advisor if 
developmental student changes 
schedule

Notification to advisor if student 
dropped for any reason

Notification to advisor if student 
changes schedule

Triggers:
• 24 credits (degree)
• 12 credits (certificate)
• Registration hold

Registration hold removed

Trigger: 45 credits

Touchpoint

Mandatory Touchpoint

Student attends
Orientation session2

Student registers for classes and 
orientation session

Initial advising session
1

Student onboarding

Student applies

Examples
TCC Student Advising Model
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER IN YOUR PROCESS

•Does a student have to complete this step? 
•Is the step mandatory? 
•When does it have to be completed?  Why?
•Does a student need to be on campus to complete this activity?
•How does a student know they need to complete the activity? 
•Do students understand the value?
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ACTIVITY: CREATING YOUR PROCESS MAP
Create a high-level process map of your existing advising process:

What are the key touchpoints?

When are there milestones to check in with students?
Who will reach out to students? When? How?

How will students know what they need to do?

Which steps are mandatory?
What activities will occur at each step?

Plectica Mapping Link

https://www.plectica.com/maps/Q0XAM5EUG/edit/HGY6SN0Y6
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ACTIVITY: IDENTIFYING GAPS IN YOUR PROCESS MAP

Reflecting on your process map, discuss the following important follow up questions:

• Is this experience the true experience? Or does the map visualize the way the 
process “should” work when implemented perfectly?

• Is this the true experience for all students? Or do some students have a different 
experience?

• What are their pain points?
• Where can you find connections? Efficiency?
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HOMEWORK: IDENTIFYING GAPS IN YOUR PROCESS MAP

Reflecting on your process map, consider the important follow up questions:

• What gaps in services exist for students (no service, no utilization of service, low 
quality services, difficulty accessing services)?

• What do students bypass or tend not to follow (like policies, processes, etc.)?

• Where is there potential for confusion among students (like disconnected, stand 
alone, or disparate services across departments)?

• What 3-4 changes could improve the student experience?
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